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Regina Saskatchewan
$169,900

This updated one and half storey home is close to bus stops, all amenities and walking distance to downtown.

There are 3 bedrooms, a full bath, living area and a kitchen in the front portion of the house. Plus, there are a

full bath, dining area, a kitchen, a living room and a bedroom in the back unit of the house to offer the

opportunity to have a live-in renter helping to pay the mortgage. There is a detached garage in the back facing

12th Avenue with an approximate 1,000 square feet which has a furnace and a half bath. The garage was once

used as auto service and could be a great opportunity for self-employed entrepreneur. For more information,

inquiries or viewing, please contact your favourite Realtor or the listing Realtor. (id:6769)

Bedroom 10 ft ,4 in X 10 ft ,1 in

Bedroom 10 ft ,2 in X 7 ft

4pc Bathroom Measurements not available

Living room 18 ft ,3 in X 8 ft ,5 in

Bedroom 12 ft ,1 in X 8 ft ,4 in

Other Measurements not available

Utility room Measurements not available

Foyer 6 ft ,2 in X 16 ft ,5 in

Kitchen 7 ft ,2 in X 7 ft ,1 in

Living room 18 ft ,1 in X 10 ft ,1 in

Bedroom 13 ft ,2 in X 7 ft ,7 in

Laundry room 5 ft X 3 ft ,1 in

Dining room 11 ft ,2 in X 9 ft ,6 in

Kitchen 7 ft ,1 in X 7 ft ,1 in

4pc Bathroom Measurements not available
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